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Abstract

The ACTION organization design and
analysis system is a research and devel-
opment effort designed to assist busi-
ness re-engineering and organizational
or technology change by helping to
improve the integration of technology,
organizations, and people ("TOP-inte-
gration") in manufacturing enterprises.
ACTION uses a multi-level constraint-
based representation of organizational
features including business objectives,
unit structure, skills needed, perfor-
mance monitoring/reward systems, deci-
sionmaking discretion, employee
values, coordination attributes, etc. to
both evaluate existing organization
designs and to help users develop new
ones. ACTION’s core sol, ware is domain-
independent, theory-driven architecture
designed for application to a wide range
of design and analysis problems.

1.0 Introduction

Modern private and public organizations
are facing immense pressures to rapidly
reconfigure their processes, products,
and relationships with other organiza-
tions. The cross-functional complexity of

these changes - including their impacts
on the technologies that organizations
use, the structures of organizations, and
the integration of human and cognitive
issues such as skill requirements, cogni-
tive loads, and performance manage-
ment systems - is immense. AI has
found numerous applications in support-
ing decision-m~king in organizations,
but few in managing the complex issues
of organizational design, analysis, re-
configuration, re-engineering, and pro-
cess change. The problem of capturing
and managing this complexity cries out
for computational design/analysis sup-
port, much in the way that other large,
complex design and analysis problems
(e.g., architectural design, engineering
design) have been supported by auto-
mated assistance.

At the same time, organization theories
and design approaches have reached a
degree of maturity that they can profit-
ably be brought together in the new
enterprise of supporting the reconfigura-
tion of organizations. This new avenue,
which we call Computational Organiza-
tion Design, encompasses both the theo-
retical, practical, and methodological
aspects of AI, design, and organization
theory. The scope of Computational
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Organization Design encompasses both
the design of human organizations, the
design of automated organizations such
as intelligent networks, and the design
of highly-integrated human-technology
organizations in which there is an inte-
grated division of labor between people
and computing.

1.1 The ACTION project

ACTION is a decision support system to
help managers of business change ana-
lyze their current operations for ade-
quacy of integration among technology,
organization and people issues, (’TOP-
integration’) as well as to identify new
design choices. ACTION users may be
change analysts in the organization
such as industrial engineers, manufac-
turing engineers, or organizational
change analysts. Alternatively,
ACTION users may be managers, such
as production managers, operations
managers, or plant managers. ACTION
is currently built for a discrete parts
manufacturing operations.

The ACTION project builds upon the
knowledge and insights gained from two
prior efforts: the HITOP (Highly-Inte-
grated Technology, Organizations, and
People) approach to analyzing human
infrastructure impacts of advanced man-
ufacturing technologies [1,2], and the
HITOP-A (HITOP-Autemated) decision
support system [3,4]. Using decision
rules and heuristics, this system pre-
dicted human infrastructure required
for a particular state of organization, job
design, and technology variables. The
HITOP-A system was initially developed
at USC, with support from Digital
Equipment Corporation.

ACTION is a project of the National
Center for Manufacturing Sciences
(NCMS), its member companies (specifi-
cally including Digital Equipment Cor-
poration, General Motors, Hewlett
Packard, and Texas Instruments), and
USC.

1.2 Reasons to use
Artificial Intelligence

Organizational theories are mainly for-
mulated in qualitative terms. Variables
take on categorical values such as ’yes’
or ’no’ or imprecise values such as ‘low’,
’medium’ and ’high’. Theories of organi-
zations olden involve relations between
such variables. Artificial Intelligence
(AI) is well suited to use qualitative
statements of this kind. Furthermore,
the imprecision in statements that uses
values such as ’low’, renders the ideals of
’exact’ or ’unique’ solutions less impor-
tant, a fact that can be exploited by AI
techniques to expedite the problem solv-
ing process. In fact, it can be argued that
a representation of a qualitative theory
in a quantitative formalism, where qual-
itative values such as ’low’ are replaced
by thresholds and relations by arith-
metic formulas, tend to introduce spuri-
ous assumptions into the model and
produce results of an illusory precision.

When organizational theories are used
to evaluate existing organizations and
especially when they are used to guide
the design of new organizations, there is
no absolute distinction between depen-
dent and independent variables. The
theory states a relation between sets of
variables, but which particular variable
values are known in a specific case may
vary. Hence, it is desirable that a partic-
ular variable can serve sometimes as
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input data and sometimes as a com-
puted result. Constraint based tech-
niques [5], developed in AI, allow this
flexibility.

2.0 System Overview

Organizational theories are modeled by
a set of variables and relations and con-
straints on these variables. ACTION
have a taxonomy of domain knowledge
concepts and structuring forms. The
structuring forms we have identified
include:

¯ Constraints omong variables with
value domains

¯ Hierarchical and-or goal represen-
tations to express desired design
evaluation goals and relationships
that fall across four levels of rea-
soning (use modes, evaluation cri-
toria, theoretical relationships, and
measurements)

In general we can think of the evalua-
tion of an organization as a mapping
between a set of design descriptions and
a set of evaluation criteria. The inverse
of this is a mapping from points in the
space of evaluations to sets of designs,
and this is how we see the activity of
design.

It is natural to assume that a design
problem is specified as a set of con-
straints (e.g. capacity) to be satisfied
and a set of objectives (e.g. low cost) 
be optimized. Many engineering
domains have fairly-well developed
mathematical evaluation models that
can predict important properties, e.g.
given enough information about a bridge
the maximum load can be estimated. A
"good" design describes an artifact that
satisfies a set of constraints and opti-

mizes a set of objectives to an acceptable
degree.

Three situations can occur:
¯ The inverse mapping does not

exist, i.e. the design problem is
unsolvable because it is overcon-
strained;

¯ There are many possible inverse
maps, i.e. the design problem is
underconstrained;

¯ There is a unique inverse, i.e the
design problem has exactly one
solution.

A basic design process, then, is to first
find an estimated level of constraint,
then to alternate between processes that

¯ adjust the degree of constraint
(possibly using preferences) 
moderate the ease or difficulty of
finding solutions, and

¯ engage in search (or other methods
of creating inverse mappings) to
establish a set of acceptably-con-
strained design alternatives.

2.1 Constraint Processing

An ACTION design or evaluation prob-
lem is specified as a set of constraints to
be satisfied (e.g., unit technologies must
satisfy reliability constraints) and a set
of objectives to be optimized (e.g., possi-
bility of achieving increased through-
put). In ACTION, evaluation uses
constraint propagation to generate val-
ues for important evaluation properties
of an organization model captured by
ACTION. ACTION must, therefore, help
a designer to relax constraints for an
overconstrained problem and to add con-
straints to an underconstrained prob-
lem. If the goal is to produce a single
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design, the designer is called upon to
add constraints, to make choices based
on preferences or to make arbitrary
choices until all but
The manipulation
trade-offs between
symbolic reasoning,

one choice remains.
of constraints and
objectives involves
rather than mathe-

matical algorithms, and hence ACTION
employs symbolic constraint propaga-
tion. In ACTION domain concepts are
associated with constraints that con-
strain their values to subsets of the
range of values that are allowed by that
concept’s definition.

The relations between concepts have the
consequence that any change in the con-
straint on one concept could constrain
values on other concepts. To maintain
and propagate constraints through rela-
tions, ACTION employs an algorithm
that follows chains of dependencies in
order to make all necessary updates
introduced as a consequence of new con-
straints. This procedure is different from
complete constraint satisfaction algo-
rithms in that constraints are changed
monotonically toward narrower and nar-
rower constraints. The importance of
this distinction is that the algorithm
used in ACTION is faster, but not guar-
anteed to yield a unique solution. Since
the pattern of relations Among variables
in ACTION theory may contain cycles
(and thus not be a pure tree), a supple-
mentary algorithm has been created to
deal with cycles in the network. Long
cycles can potentially be very time and
space consuming. However, we do not
foresee that the ACTION domain theory
will introduce any unmanageable cycles.

2.2 Design Process Model

Design is a process. To give intelligent
guidance to this process, a design-sup-

port system includes a design process
model (DPM). A DPM is an explicit
model of the activities carried out while
creating a design, i.e., in searching a
design space. Some of these activities
and some aspects of the composition and
structure of these activities are known
before the design is undertaken, while
other aspects of the design process
emerge while creating the design, due to
user inputs and the propagated effects of
design choices. Thus, a design process
model can be viewed as a control archi-
tecture with accompanying control
knowledge for a design-problem solving
system that (usually) involves people
and automated design support tools.
From this perspective, a DPM can be
viewed as a specification of both alloca-
tion of activities (e.g. to people or to the
support tools) and control choices (what
to do and in what order to do it). Viewed
in this way, a DPM needs to include the
following elements:

* A set of control actions and heuris-
tics, to establish strategies or goals
for different modes of use.

¯ A set of actions that a design sys-
tem can take in refining a design.

¯ A definition of user involvement,
that is, which choices and activities
are explicitly allocated to users and
which to the automated parts of
the system.

¯ A (partial) ordering of selected
design activities that prescriptively
describes the steps to be taken to
generate and evaluate a design.

¯ A set of preferences and heuristics
under which to make under-speci-
fied design choices that arise while
generating a design.

Adopting a particular DPM amounts to
making the hypothesis that, over a col-
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lection of design problems, a user using
the design system will be able to gener-
ate a useful percentage of higldy-evalu-
ated acceptable designs with acceptable
levels of effort. Discovering the appropri-
ate DPM is a matter of both experimen-
tation and automatic heuristic
generation.

2.3 Unit Design

Unit design in ACTION is carried out as
a highly-constrained search through a
space of alternative unit designs. The
design is based on the notion of equiva-
lence classes, where units comprise
activities that are found to be equivalent
with respect to some set of equivalence
criteria. Changing equivalence criteria
and then re-categorizing activities with
respect to the new criteria creates a dif-
ferent set of units.

Overall unit design in ACTION requires
designing two aspects: individual units
themselves, and the set of relationships
among units which, taken together, we
call unit structure. There is no necessary
commitment to which of these aspects is
designed first. Presently, however, unit
structure is censtraine.d to be a hierar-
chy. This unit structure constraint
means that at each hierarchical level,
unit design can be seen as a problem of
partitioning the collection of all activi-
ties at that level into a set of separate,
disjoint units

3.0 System
Architecture

ACTION represents a set of business
objectives (goals) to be optimized and 
set of detailed, hierarchical constraints

(called the theory mini-models) that
describe how to optimize for these objec-
tives. ACTION’s knowledgebase con-
tains detailed constraint models of the
possibility of achieving seven organiza-
tional objectives:

Minimizing throughput time
Maximizing product quality
Maximizing
Maximizing
ness
Maximizing
Maximizing
siveness
Maximizing
designs

employee flexibility
product responsive-

process responsiveness
changeover respon-

manufacturability of

To guide the process of generating evalu-
ations or design solutions, a user
employs ACTION to select and manipu-
late constraints, trade-offs, and value-
assignments for organization and tech-
nology variables that form the theory
mini-models.

ACTION also incorporates knowledge of
technological and organizational fea-
tures including:

¯ Values held by employees
¯ Performance management systems
¯ Customer involvement
¯ Decision-making discretion
¯ Skills and training needs and

opportunities
¯ Information, tool, and technology

resources
¯ Coordination among jobs and units
¯ Organizational unit structure
¯ Job design
¯ Variances (e.g., turnover, materials

quality)
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¯ Specific technical system charac-
teristics

The core knowledge developed in the
ACTION Project is a comprehensive
model of relations among these key
organizational features. The present
ACTION model is specialized to repre-
sent production areas of discrete-parts
manufacturing organizations.

3.1 Relationships

Much of the ACTION domain theory is
expressed as relationships between vari-
ables. These relationships are of the fol-
lowing types:

In its most general form a relation
between variables is simply a set of
tuples of values defining joint variable
assignments that are either allowed or
disallowed. This set may be defined
through explicit emlmeration or through
some algebraic notation. For example,
unit-subunit relations may be defined by
emlmerating the allowable relation-
ships, or by defining a procedure that
computes and returns them.

3.1.1 Constraints

Constraints are logical statements
involving one or more variables. The
requirement that these statements are
true imposes constraints on the involved
variables. In ACTION all constraint are
existentially quantified sentences,
extensively represented as tuples of val-
ues. For ex’ample, relationships among
domain concepts in mini-models are rep-
resented as constraints on the values
that the participating concepts can take
on, and serve to progressively restrict
the allowable value ranges for values of
domain concepts.

3.1.2 Mini-models and Fork
Functions

Domain theory mini-models define a
constraint network in terms of domain
concepts and their relations. The top
(root) of each of these mlni-models 
always a business objective and the bot-
tom of each is determined by input data
from theory or user constraints. The
mini-models constraint networks are
approximately tree shaped with at most
a small number of relatively short few
cycles.

For the purpose of input of the relations
that defines the mini-models, ACTION
introduces the concept of fork functions.
A fork function is a relation between a
set of variables where one of the vari-
ables is thought of as dependent on the
rest of the variables. ACTION also
assumes that these functions satisfied a
property called monotonicity. Given a
sequence of allowed values for each of
the involved variables and a direction of
increase, monotonicity means that the
dependent variable increases or remains
unchanged, without exception, when one
of the independent variables are
increased. This property greatly
reduces the "amount of information
needed to specify a relation between
variables. However, once a relation has
been defined in this manner it is no
longer necessary to distinguish between
dependent and independent variables,
any one can be taken to be dependent.
Thus the constraint representation can
be used for both evaluation and design,
by reversing the dependent-independent
roles played by variables (domain con-
cepts or objects).
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4.0 Key Functionalities

ACTION has three key functionalities.

4.1 Summary TOP
Analysis

ACTION software supports high-level,
abstract analysis and generation of sum-
mary design requirements for TOP-inte-
grated organizations. Users are able to
input rough descriptions of general fea-
tures of their organizations, and
ACTION helps them to work through
and to understand the implications of a
collection of factors defined by the
ACTION domain theory. These factors
are abstractions of the detailed factors
represented in the complete domain the-
ory mlni-models. Summary relation-
ships are represented as pairwise
relationships ~mong these summary fac-
tors (whereas in the detailed theory, the
relationships are more complex). The
S~mrnary factors will include informa-
tion on organizational goals, production
variances, and production contexts
(workflows) as well as requirements for
unit technology attributes, information
in units, worker skills, skill breadth and
depth, decisionmaking discretion, need
for te~ms, critical employee values, and
performance measurement/reward sys-
tems. The details of these factors are
defined in the Domain Theory docu-
ments.

4.2 Evaluation

A key functionality of ACTION is evalu-
ation of user-generated organization
designs. Evaluation is carried out by
applying knowledge contained in the
mlni-models to user-supplied organiza-
tion descriptions. Users supply informa-

tion about high-priority organizational
goals, environmental circumstances
such as production variances, unit struc-
tures, and unit attributes such as
resources and skills made available
within the unit. The outcome of the eval-
uation is an assessment of the likelihood
of achieving key goals for the organiza-
tion.

4.3 Design

ACTION assists a user in developing a
TOP-integrated organization design.
User inputs include selections of key
organizational goals, environmental
characteristics such as production vari-
ances, and other user-oriented con-
straints such as limitations on discretion
or skills supplied to units or to activities.
ACTION uses mini-model knowledge
(represented as constraints) to generate
further derived limitations on an organi-
zation’s design, relative to achieving the
goals the user has specified as impor-
tant. Then ACTION uses the derived
and user-supplied information on desir-
able and necessary organization charac-
teristics to focus and guide the design of
a unit structure.

The goal of unit structure design is to
generate a set of hierarchical groups of
activities---called a unit design---so that
if the ACTION evaluation process were
applied to this unit design, the evalua-
tion would show that organizational fea-
tures would be well-matched and high-
priority user goals would likely be met.
Note that in ACTION, units are
designed as collections of activities, not
as collections of people.

The unit design process involves pro-
gressively refining a set of tentative
units. ACTION refers to these units as
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activity equivalence classes. This is
because putting activities together into
a unit is a way of saying that they are
"equivalent s in some way, and this
equivalence is what has led ACTION to
group them into a unit. There is always
some set of criteria for establishing this
equivalence (i.e., some set of criteria for
grouping activities into a unit), and
hence for establishing these activity
equivalence classes. For example, alter-
native equivalence criteria might be the
fact that activities share common skills
or resource needs, or that activities are
closely related in a workflow (e.g., are
reciprocally interdependent). By chang-
ing and composing the criteria for equiv-
alence, ACTION can change the
classification of activities relative to
equivalence classes, and thus can
manipulate the membership of activities
in units, using a strong mathematical
foundation. Since there is a number of
different equivalence criteria, choices
about how to apply different criteria
effectively yield a search through a
space of alternative unit designs. Heu-
ristics such as user priorities for goals or
particular attributes, and user choice
preferences are brought to bear during
this search. This search through alter-
natives is important to maintain
ACTION’s capability to generate innova-
tive and exploratory unit designs that
nonetheless reflect solid, rational, and
explainable design principles.

5.0 Conclusions

Most routine knowledge-based systems
development projects are based on cap-
turing a well-understood (but possibly
unarticulated) body of pre-existing
knowledge. The ACTION development
project takes on an additional major

challenge: the structure and the content
of the theoretical and practical knowl-
edge at the core of ACTION were not yet
well understood at the outset of the
project. Instead, these are under devel-
opment concurrently with the structure
and processing architecture of the
ACTION software system. The complete
knowledgebase will not fully be devel-
oped until near the time when the
ACTION software prototype will be
delivered. Thus ACTION is an exercise
in a type of "concurrent engineering,"
wherein a product (the theoretical and
practical knowledge and methodology of
ACTION) and a process (the set of tools,
design and analysis algorithms, and
usability features) are jointly and con-
currently developed.

The first phase of the project has pro-
duced a large body of validation, bench-
marking, and case data on the critical
variables and relationships affecting
TOP-integration processes in discrete-
parts manufacturing organizations. This
includes data on approximately 100
companies.

The second phase includes pilots, where
the results of ACTION will be used in
the actual design of new organizations.

ACTION software includes several inno-
vative and theoretically strong
approaches for knowledge representa-
tion, evaluation, design, explanation,
and system generation. These include:

¯ Constraint propagation for unit
design and evaluation

¯ The use of equivalence relations as
a foundation for unit design
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